Surgical Instruments

Ceramic coated

- “Ceramic line”, our range of selective instruments coated fully with high quality ceramic
- Virtually resistant to any external factors like acidity or alkalinity etc
- Zero reflection in high intensity OT lights
- Long lasting

Plastic Surgery

- Very high precision micro surgery instruments range
- Full range available for plastic, micro vascular, hand reconstructive surgeries
- Vascular clips & approximators, arteriotomy forceps, nerve and tendon forceps offered individually or as sets with sterilization trays.

Vessel Sealer

- Specially designed Bipolar laparoscopy instrument, can be used for sealing blood vessels upto 7mm and modify bundle of tissue
- An in-built mechanism with a detachable blade to cut, avoiding change of instruments
- Luer port for easy cleaning of the shaft
- Comes with flat type Bipolar connectivity.